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Answer in brief:
(1) What is a call centre ?
(2) Define the term management.
\-{3) What are technical skilIs and personal skills ?
t&f What is positive and negative motivation ?
(5) Discuss briefly free-rein style of leadership ?

is it important for every manager to study and

ET
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,./understand the subject of behavioural science ?
OR
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2 Jdl Discuss the various roles of a manager.
&) What is job enrichment ? How does it differ from
/ job enlargement ?
\,/
3 (il Distinguish between directive and non-directive
counselling.
/
G) Dsiquss the carrot and stick approach of motivation.
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Maslow's theory of needs. Also outline the
importance of motivation in an organization.

4 Tbir.rrm the various styles of lead,ership with their
v merits and demerits.
OR
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Wri te short notes : (any turo)
Attitude
,g
L2-,>' Need for counselling
$D Missitrn, Vision and Goal.
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Write a note on scoper of management.
Discuss the benefits of outsourcing.
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3.2 Explain
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Murthy, ia s ckifk with the marketing division of Aarti
Trading Corporation (ATC). He wanted to study MBA,
however, due to certain reasons the could not acquire this
degree- He is associated with a well-known social and
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charitable organization and tht:reby cultivated some contacts
which are being used by hirn for getting favours for ATC
and its director, Mr. Rangra,ian.
He believes working on r.elationship basis. Hence, he
works for selected people in ithe organization who maintain
good inter-personal relationslhilr with him. He often reports
Iate for rn'ork and uses the organization's resources for his
personal gains.
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several employees in thel marketing division have
complained to the director about his indifferent attitud.e
towards his primary job responsibilities. The director has
turned a blind eye towarcls hjis shortcomings :
(1) Comment on the issur:s irtvolved" in this case.
(2) Identify the job related attitude of Murthy. Does he
score high or low on this attitude ?
(3) As a director, how would 1,sr tackle with Murthy.
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